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Today‘s role of Hydrogen 

1. Hydrogen is already used as industrial gas since over 100 years 

2. Hydrogen can be generated from a variety of sources (green and grey) 

3. Hydrogen is a possible energy-carrier for mob.&stat. applications 

4. Oil price is climbing continuously (demand also!) 

5. Dependency on oil and gas should be decreased (€ / security of supply) 

6. Hydrogen is a „technology-based“ energy-carrier 

7. H2 can make regenerative energies better useable 

8. Infrastructure is cheaper than for pure EVs 

9. FCV have a higher efficiency than conventional cars 

10.Many companies are involved in H2 activities (generation & use) 

11.Training and education is necessary for safe implementation 
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Oil price development 
„If oil reaches 140 US$/br, 

hydrogen cars can be acquired 

and operated at costs comparable 

to conventional cars“ 

(HyWays Project, 2007) 
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Roadmap and action plan (HyWays) 
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HRS in Europe (H2stations.org) 
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Hydrogen refuelling stations (example) 
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Differences throughout Europe (D/GB/F) 
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Infrastructure costs (H2 vs. e-) 

H2 EV 

Refuelling / charging point 1M€ (avg.) 7.000 EUR (avg.) 

Cars / day refuelling 200 cars (max.) 4 cars (max.) 

Refuelling points 

necessary (1M cars) 

1.000 (D) 5.000.000 (D) 

Infrastructure costs 1.000 M€ 35.000 M€ (!) 

Refuelling time 5 min (!) 1h (lifetime?) 

Battery-swapping: For each car, 2 – 4 charged batteries need to be held on stock 

Batteries:  Dependency on Li & other rare earth elements 

Battery-chargers: Not really interesting for power companies (low margin) 

EV:  Problem to heat car in winter 
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Action points 

1. European (better: global) harmonisation of standards & legislation 

2. Training and education necessary (HV safety and H2 safety) (HyFacts.eu) 

3. Implementation of more H2 refuelling stations 

4. Development of cheap fuel cells (catalysts, lifetime, manufacturing costs) 

5. Development of cheaper high-pressure storage technologies (70 MPa) 

6. Enter into mass-production (2015 ?!) 
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Integrated Solutions for Your Business 


